Fundraising for the CIBA Foundation is conducted year around. This is necessary if we are to continue to fund so many worthwhile bicycle related programs and projects. This effort is emphasized during the last quarter of each year, the traditional giving period. Please consider donating generously to the CIBA Foundation during this Annual Fundraising Campaign. You may do this on-line through our PayPal account at www.cibafoundation.org or by mailing a check to us in the self-addressed envelope provided, using the form on the reverse side of this brochure. Thank you!

Grants Disbursed 2020
Arts Council of Indianapolis
Bicycle Indiana
Columbus Bicycle Co-op
Cycling Without Age of Greater Indianapolis, Inc.
Freewheelin' Community Bikes
Indiana Interscholastic Cycling League
IU Emergency Medicine Advocacy Group
Nineteen3 Sports, Inc.
Pedals of Joy
Richmond Parks & Recreation
Rocky Ripple Police Department
We Ride Bikes (Cycling Without Age, Shelby County)

Total Cash Awards & Grants $ 29,200.00

Historical grant recipients and funds raised/granted are available at www.cibafoundation.org.

Board of Directors: voting & non-voting
Debbie Beaudin, Treas.
Karen Bohn
Brad Bolling
David Buckner
Laura Buckner
dolly Craft, Pres.
Jennifer Cvar
Jerry Halperin
Tom Lauer, Vice Pres.
Tom McCain, Sec.
Tilden Mendelson
Jerry Simon
Carole Terry
Randy Clark, Hon.
Skip Higgins, Hon.
Andrew O'Donnell, Hon.
Inrin Prince, Hon.
Warren Smock, Hon.

As the coronavirus pandemic changes life in Indiana, thousands of Hoosiers are flocking to one of the most basic forms of mobility: the bicycle.

And the trend can be seen nationwide too. In March, sales of bicycles, equipment and repair services in the U.S. nearly doubled compared with the same period last year.

Not only is recreational riding exploding in popularity, but stay-at-home orders may permanently transform the role of bicycles into something more essential, including a safer alternative to public transit.

Just look at our own Monon Trail. It has become one of the most popular transportation corridors in Central Indiana for both cyclists and pedestrians.

The point is, biking is popular again! People of all ages are using bikes for exercise, commuting and cross-country treks. And it’s a fun way for families to socially distance outdoors. The CIBA Foundation’s mission — promoting bicycling for all ages with an emphasis on safety — is more critical than ever as rookies and experienced riders hit the roads in record numbers.

Thank you for considering a donation to the CIBA Foundation!

— Dolly Craft
Board President

“I love bikes! I had one when I was little. Now I can ride again!” — Austin, Janus Developmental Services

Annual Fundraising Campaign
Notes from our grant recipients

Rocky Ripple Police Department

The funds/bikes that we received have enabled us to connect with the people we serve by getting officers out of cars and into the community where positive relationships are being built. Without the CIBA Foundation, this would not have been possible. — Joe Tanasovich

Indiana Interscholastic Cycling League

Thanks to the CIBA Foundation, the Indiana Interscholastic Cycling League has been able to get more kids on bikes! Grant dollars helped us to purchase start-up supplies and bring coaches and students together for a NICA Adventure Weekend of fun, skills clinics, and plenty of biking. — Lynn Elliot

Kiwanis Club of Perry Township

Kiwanis is all about kids. The impact of the funds is to provide a bicycle safety rodeo for kids in partnership with Baxter YMCA. We provide safety material for the kids to take home, and purchase custom-fitted bicycle helmets for each child that goes through the course. Our main goal every year is to teach the kids how to ride safely. — Scott Splichal

Janus Developmental Services, Inc.

Ten clients at Janus have been working on their bike riding skills with the beautiful three-wheel Baja bikes purchased through the generous funds of the CIBA Foundation over the last year. Clients are now enjoying riding the bikes on the Midland Trail that borders the Janus property. — Tim White

Cardinal Greenways

We received grant funds to build a shelter at one of our trailheads on the Cardinal Greenway, the longest trail in the state of Indiana. This structure not only provides an additional amenity for our thousands of users but helps us live out our mission of “...enhancing the quality of life by developing and operating corridors and trails to connect people and communities.” This facility will provide a safe place for users to gather before or after using the Greenway. — Brian Schlieper

Nine13Sports

The CIBA Foundation recently played a huge role in the launch of our Kids Building Bikes program by outfitting our 48-foot ‘mobile bike shop’ trailer with bike stands and toolboxes. Even during the COVID-19 pandemic, when we suspended our programming, we have heavily utilized both trailers as we pivoted our team to the task of delivering food across the city to those in need. We are grateful for the CIBA Foundation as they continue to see the value in supporting new and innovative ways of connecting the youth we serve with the bicycle as a lifelong tool that is used to improve physical and mental health and explore our community. — Tom Hanley

Cycling Without Age of Greater Indianapolis

With the help of the CIBA Foundation, we were able to purchase a trishaw for our Cycling Without Age program. We have begun giving free bike rides to the elderly and less abled in our community! — Croelia Taggart

IMPD Youth Mountain Bike Project

The CIBA Foundation Grant for the IMPD Youth Mountain Bike Project has been a godsend! We used the funds for replacement parts to maintain our fleet of over 100 mountain bikes. We have over 6,500 kids attend our programs at our bike park, The Headquarters, so you can imagine what kind of wear and tear that does to the bikes! Thank you, CIBA Foundation! — John Wall

Recycled Cycles

The two grants we received from CIBA Foundation allowed us to buy bike parts and pay our utilities so that we could focus on our mission to provide safe, reliable bikes to as many in-need residents of Hamilton County as possible. — Rob Hackman

Indianapolis Cultural Trail

We have received requests for many years from people wanting to know if adaptive bikes were available on the Indianapolis Cultural Trail. We are grateful to the CIBA Foundation for their funding to create our adaptive bike program which makes the Cultural Trail more accessible to people who are not able to or who simply don’t feel comfortable riding a traditional two-wheeled bike. We are proud to be able to offer this first-of-its-kind program for Indianapolis residents and visitors. — Karen Haley

To donate:

Please complete the form below. Please print. Self-addressed envelope enclosed.

Name(s): __________________________________________

City: ______________________  State: __________  Zip: _______  Phone: ______________  Email: __________________________________________

I wish to donate $_________ __________ (Enter amount.)

Check attached: ________ (Check attached.)

Online: Visit cibafoundation.org and follow link to “Donate to the Foundation”.

Pledge: Payment: Now $ __________ (Check attached.)    Payment: December $ __________ (We will send you a reminder.)

FRC2020

Contribution to CIBA Foundation is deductible according to your IRS tax guidelines.

Yes, please list my donation in the Foundation's recognition materials as printed below.

No, I wish to remain anonymous.

Signed: ______________________________________________   Date: ___________________________

Visit the CIBA Foundation website (www.cibafoundation.org) for more information.

Make check payable to CIBA Foundation and mail to CIBA Foundation, c/o Jerry Simon, 79 Vincennes Boulevard West Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana 46228

(Check attached)

(Check attached)